
CHAPTER 3 - THE INSULAR OF REdo VT 

<4.. .) es gilt zunhchst, die durchgreifenden Krite,ien, weiche die verechiedenen Epochen kennzeichen, 

zu ermittein, des Alte unter der 1-tulle des Neuen, den ursprilnglichen Plan tinter der spateren Anderung 

ausfindig zu machen, dem Einzelnen semen Plate in der Reihenfolge des Ganzen anzuweisen." 

HI1INRIcH NISSEN, Pomp eicinische Stuclien 

The subject OF the remaining chapters of this book 

is one of the nine regiones of ancient Pompeii, Regio W. 
Both the articulation of the quarter at large and the 

original plot division of its individual house blocks will 

be gradually explored and discussed. Using the methods 

of RUSPA, as described in the previous chapter, a recon-

struction of a more original plot arrangement of the in-
sulcie of the regio will be made. Firstly, however, the area 

of study needs to be further specified. 

3.1Regio VI: Object of Study 

As was stated in the previous chapter, Pompeii's 

.Aleustcidt comprises several <<districts>>, which are eas-

ily distinguishable from each other because of their 

internal physical cohesion: each <<district>> consists of 

a group of house blocks or insulcoe of similar shape 

and size. 

Regio VI is located to the north of the old city centre 

and is often described as the first area that was prepared 

for building within the new network of streets outside 

the old core 129 . The boundaries of the regio do not corre-

spond with those of the relevant regulated plan, which is 

hardly surprising, since the division of the town plan in-

to the different regiones was only introduced by the ar-

chaeological administration of the site in the late 19' 

century' 30 . When the map of the regiones is compared 

to that of the insula groups, the main part of what be-

came known as Regio VI does coincide with one of the 

regulated plans that form the present urban context. 

The insulcie V1 1, T9 14 VI. 16 and the two <<minia-

ture>> insulcie, lz1 3 and VI, 4, form the obvious excep-

tions. 

The urban plan of Pompeii shows some <<fossils>> of 

an earlier organisation of streets before a consistent pat-

tern of streets was implemented 131 . In the north-west

area of the city such fossils can be found both on the 

western and eastern edge of Regio W. To the west, the 

Via Con,solare seems to cut its way across the regular 

grid pattern of the regio. Excavations in and around in-
sula VI, 1 confirmed that this street preceded the for-

malisation of <,district VI,,. As early as the fourth century 

B.C., structures followed the alignment of the l&i Con-
solare. The realisation of the Vicolo di Narciso, the 

westernmost district street, eventually caused the trian-

gular shape of insula V7 1. On the east side of insula 
VI, 1, the alignment of this street was found to be as late 

as the second century B.C.'32. 

Further south, the layout of insulae l'l 3 and 4 

again shows how the pre-existing Via Consolare was re-

spected at the time of the creation of the new urban 

grid. From the plan it seems obvious that these blocks 

were intended to form a sixth short block in the south-

west quadrant of the district' 33 . However, the creation of 

such an insula proved impossible because of the course 

of the T'tia Consolare, which in this area started to 

branch as it approached the original nucleus of the Alt-

stadt. Sarno stone structural remains indicate that the 

deviations in shape and size are original. The north and 

east façade of l2 3 were adjusted to the new concept of 

design. However, the units of the first stretch of the west 

façade of block Td' 3 to the south were built on the same 

line as the Casa di Saulustio, V1 2, 4. Like this house 

and the older structures on the west side of insula l'Z 11 

the units further south might have had predecessors 

that flanked the Via Consolcire before the expansion of 

the city in a northerly direction and the formalisation of 

<<district VI >>. 

Because of their largely irregular shape, the insulae 
P7; 1; 3 and 4 were left out of the metrological studies of 

RUSPA 134 . An additional reason to refrain from studying 

the latter two of these insulae was the fact that the larg- 

er part of their original architecture was replaced in the

129 ESCHI1BACI-1 1970, pp. 14-15; p. 46; also 

'CHOONHOViN 1999, p. 219. For the relative 

chronology of the expansions of the Neustadt 
and the presumed place of Regio W within the 

sequence, see GEERIMAN 1998, p. 20, Geertman, 

forthcoming; also Chapter 2.2. 
31 Chapter 2.2. Also GEERTMAN 2001, p. 132; 

GARCtAy GARCiA 1993. 
131 The Lancistrassen of Gerkan (GERKAN 

1940). 
132 E.g. JONES and Sc,00si-iovits 2003; JONES 

and ROBINSON 2004. For the dating of structures 

in the Regio 1-S area see also Chapter 2.2. 
133 CAROM et at. 1990, pp. 193-209. 
34 The metrological analysis of insula W, I 

is covered in Schoonhoven forthcoming.


